A NATIONWIDE WEB-BASED QUALITY REGISTRY FOR DISPATCHER-ASSISTED CARDIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION (DACPR) OF OUT-OF-HOSPITAL CARDIAC ARREST (OHCA) – AN INNOVATIVE STRUCTURED MEASUREMENT
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Aim Following the guidelines of DACPR may enhance bystander CPR rate after OHCA. Registry of quality measurement for DACPR has never been explored. We designed a nationwide quality registry for DACPR performance and innovated a structured format of measurement.

Method A nationwide Google Forms based online registry covering over twenty administrative regions and more than twenty millions of population was designed and launched for DACPR performance and quality measurement at individual case level for non-traumatic OHCA patient. Audio records of individual EMS call were reviewed for performance rating.

Designs System data inputted could be immediately retrieved as cases were reviewed for performance rating. Individual EMS call were reviewed for performance rating. Audio records of individual EMS call were reviewed for performance rating.

Results A total of 5642 audio records for OHCA EMS calls across 17 regions were centralised into the nationwide DACPR Quality Registry in 6 months (minimal 40 to maximal 1622 cases/region according to its population). Regional recognition rate significantly varied from 10.0% to 65.5% (p<0.01; averaged 51.0%, SD 20.0%). Instruction rate varied from 41.3% to 95.0% (p<0.01; averaged 80.0%, SD 28.5%). Compression rate varied from 0% to 87.5% (p<0.01; averaged 54.0%, SD 23.6%). Averaged regional call-to-recognition time, call-to-instruction time, and call-to-compression time were 48 (SD 19), 84 (SD 42), and 185 (SD 114) seconds. The designated diagrammatic comparisons may indicate the administrative regions of better performance located at the upward and leftward dimension, and the ones of unsatisfied performance located at the downward and rightward dimension (diagrams will be illustrated).

Conclusion We successfully innovated and launched a nationwide DACPR quality e-registry showing a wide variety of regional performance needing improvement. The designated diagram may easily indicate and compare the individual performance across the joint regions.
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